Twang Becomes A Believer!!
Atheism, Agnosticism and 'Don’t Knowism'
all rejected as evidence mounts that there
must be a 'maker' after all!
~ Change in view shocks skeptics! ~
skeptics!
Marc Twang, has declared himself an unequivocal supporter of a revolutionary
theory regarding our origins. After years of pondering the meaning of meaning,
the essence of essence and the nature of nature, Twang has concluded the only
explanation for life as we know it on Planet Earth for the last 4.5 Billion years
(which pretty much covers it) is an inversion of the theological suggestion of
“intelligent design.”
Intelligent Design, promulgated by the Discovery Institute, a politically
conservative think tank based in the U.S., claims that certain features of the
universe, and of living things are best explained by an intelligent cause, not an
undirected process such as natural selection. But according to Twang, all
indications, both empirical and ‘a priori’ suggests something quite different,
namely: Not So Intelligent Design!
The evidence for ‘not so intelligent design’ is so overwhelming that adducing
more detail for such a demonstration is clearly redundant. Simple empirical
observation is constantly bombarding us with information corroborating this
thesis. Going as far back as the earliest life-forms, what we see... is a sea of slime,
stalagmites, and a series of disgusting eating machines from the most ancient
creatures of the oceans, to the hapless dinosaurs... and finally-today’s disease
and poverty stricken billions of homo-sapiens.
Only an overzealous techno-droid from an alternative universe could have come
up with a program as fraught with hazards and security holes as has besieged
planet earth, and perhaps the entire caboodle of noxious gasses and pointless
boulders that inhabit our worlds since the so-called Big-Bang...cried Twang.

It's totally credible considering the alternative universes we try to create every day
in our labs with something as common as the Petri Dish! Scientists at NASA
are convinced that the aforementioned techno-droid is most likely a precocious,
pubescent-sicko operating in some surrogate dimension. The suspect may very well
exhibit characteristics not unlike some of our own 'youngsters' who spend every
living breath of their lives on earth concocting similar explorations of various
coding and software systems.
“No cost is beyond our reach, no effort will be spared, no labor compromised in
apprehending and securing this cretin whose cowardly and callous programming
has created such a history of horrors as we have documented and continue to live
with here on our capriciously brutal planet,” claimed an infuriated NASA
spokesman who, understandably, preferred to remain anonymous.
Twang elaborated on the situation by suggesting that the culprit is probably
between the age of twelve and twenty-five, at least in earth-terms. Assuming such a
parallel universe harbors similar life forms, it is a good guess that the asshole who
programmed planet-earth is virtually unfamiliar with physical suffering, and
empathy...experiences generally uncommon to ‘people’ in that age range. Yet it is
not inconceivable that some cranky old, brilliant bastard had nothing better to do,
and somehow enacted the organic madness we are experiencing here every day
with his (or her) new Android-Phone-Pod-Tablet.....whatever.
Twang also offered himself up as a virtual (and at times, living) example of how
things have gone amok. “Look,” he grimaced, I like millions of others, was born
with a defective waste processing system. I spent much of my life pursuing futile
activities such as teaching in the public schools, environmental fundraising,
writing music and essays that barely anyone is aware of, and squandering energy
for years actually believing there was a purpose to my life...or anyone else’s for that
matter.” Coming to the conclusion that we are simply an extension of some
lunatic’s digital imagination is utterly devastating.
"In the final analysis" decried Twang: 'only unintelligent design can explain myself,
and the myriad of mishaps, ice ages, barbarisms, epidemics, extinctions, and so
forth, that have plagued our existence for billions of years. And what but some
digital concoction of a fourteen year-old cockamamie coder, in some alternative
universe, could explain someone even going to the trouble to write up such a
narrative... as I have just done here!'

